
BALLISTIX COUNTERATTACK + 

BALLISTIX COUNTERATTACK +: This enhanced version of our wildly popular COUNTERATTACK coating is a professional grade, 
single component ceramic sealer. It is virtually fool proof with an ease of installation that even a DIYer can feel confident completing. 
Simply apply by rubbing product into the surface/substrate and hand-buff to completion. This product is virtually invisible and is 
extremely versatile, reacting to very few impregnating sealers, giving installers the ability to offer additional protection without removal 
of current products.  

- Increased scratch resistance 
- Increased stain resistance 
- Abrasion resistant 
- Deep penetration 

- Extremely durable 
- Simple application 
- Reapply without stripping 

 

BallistiX Counterattack+ is a professional grade protective coating for:  

- Countertops  
- Backsplashes  
- Bathroom Vanities 
- Concrete 
- Epoxy 
- Tile 

- Grout Surfaces  
- Marble 
- Quartz 
- Granite 
- Polished Stone 

 

Step 1: Surface Prep 

As with all other BallistiX products, it is imperative that you ensure you surface is properly cleaned. Once your achieve the desired 
finish on your surface, wipe your surface down with ISOPROPYL 99. 

Step 2: Application 

Every COUNTERATTACK+ kit contains a blue & grey microfiber sponge and a blue microfiber cloth. Pour a small amount of 
COUNTERATTACK+ into a container large enough to partially dip your microfiber sponge in. Lightly dip your sponge into product 
and wipe the sponge across your surface in even straight lines, working from one side to the next. Allow COUNTERATTACK+ to sit 
on the surface for up to two minutes, then remove any excess while buffing your surface with the included blue microfiber cloth. 
Don’t allow COUNTERATTACK+ to dry before you complete the buffing process. This process can be done multiple times if 
desired.  

For maintenance and best protection, we recommend repeating the two-step instructions above once every three to four months. No 
warranty is expressed or implied for suitability in all systems and operations. Test thoroughly on a small surface prior to full application. 
The manufacturer’s liability is limited to replacement of product. It is the purchaser’s responsibility before using this product to test and 
confirm under their own conditions and to determine whether the product is suitable for their purposes 

 

    Appearance:    Clear Liquid. 
    Odor:     Ammonia. 
    DOT Hazardous ingredients:  UN1263 Paint Related Material, Class 3, PG III. 
    Initial boiling point:   > 35 °C (95 °F). 
    Dry Time:    Instant after polishing. 
    Minimum Cure Time:   12 hours before water contacts surface. 
    Full Cure Time:    5 days.
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